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Why capitalism is neither fair nor sustainable 
The Federal Treasurer, Wayne Swann, got it right: The rich get richer 

without personal effort on an indefinite and unsustainable basis. But 

this occurs in ways he and his advisers do not see from: 

① Investors getting over paid in a way not identified by accountants 

and so not noticed by economists! 

② Property owner obtaining unearned windfall gains from 

contributions by others, mostly from government and so tax payers! 

③ Banks manufacturing money out of nothing forcing governments 

into debt instead of governments creating their own money and 

taxing it back; 

④ Money owners getting richer from earning interest indefinitely and 

inflating the cost of housing and public works to twice their cost. 

⑤ Capitalism disconnecting and alienating individuals from each 

other and from their environment to degenerate both. 
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Karl Marx used the credo of socialists that states: 

“From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs.” 

Limitations of Socialist Justice 
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However, this creates two problems: 

1. The “ability” of an individual may not represent their most 

satisfying and fulfilling activities.  

2. It ignores that children, the old and the incapacitated may not 

possess an “ability” to make a contribution to their “needs”. 

 

To correct these problems the credo of ecological capitalism 

replaces with word “ability” with “interests” and the word “needs” 

with an Universal Guaranteed Income (UGI). 
 



 

 
 

“From each according to his/her interests 

To each according to her/his contributions 

Provided the basic needs of all are fulfilled.” 
(From: Turnbull,1975:2, Democratising the wealth of nations,  

Company Directors Association of Australia, available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1146062 ) 

 

 

Credo of ecological capitalism 
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The word “contribution” is not limited to production and distribution 

but in an inclusive sense to also include contributions to consumer 

demand for goods, services and property rights. The reason is that no 

economic values can be created without consumer demand and so this 

symbiotic relationship to production or possession of assets needs to 

also be recognized to provide economic justice.  

http://ssrn.com/abstract=1146062


How can capitalism become ecological? 

 Capitalism is NOT defined by the presence of 

markets as these exist in primitive, socialist, fascist, 

and other types of societies.  

 What defines capitalism is the widespread presence of 

private tradable property rights. 

 Ecological capitalism is created by introducing 

property rights that follow the practices of nature by 

becoming time-limited, dynamic and inclusive 

instead of perpetual, static and exclusive.  
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Operations of ecological ownership 

 Ecological ownership is pervasive in primitive societies. If you do 

no use a possession you can lose it to those that do as occurs in 

squatter settlements.  “Use it or loose” applies to our abilities. 

 Ecological property rights limits the total ownership of every 

individual to possessions that they can use and/or make a 

contribution to its value. No wealth taxes are required! 

 Ecological property rights allows the ownership of income 

producing assets to spread to all citizens to generate a Universal 

Guaranteed Income (UGI) without the need for big taxes, big 

government, welfare payments or superannuation contributions 

 Crucially it allows residents to acquire without cost the ownership 

of any externally owned land, buildings and businesses to allow 

them to protect and nurturer their local environment. 
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 Old testament evidence of 50 year limited life ownership of 

land, debts and slaves to create a “Jubilee year” (Leviticus 25:8-

55);  

 All ancient currencies were based on deteriorating commodities 

or scarce metals that incurred costs from the need to guard them 

and/or carry out purity testing that limited the ability of money 

to increase in value over time from earning interest; 

 Re-definition of Jubilee period to 25 years by 14th century Pope; 

 All intellectual property rights created with limited life 

 However, in Middle Ages socially constructed “bodies 

corporate” obtain rights of perpetual succession to recognize 

extent of political self-governing rights by monasteries, towns, 

guilds, local government, universities and enterprises that 

privatized empire building. 

 

Ancient ownership perspectives 
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 Ecological ownership of enterprises existed throughout history 

until firms obtained charters with perpetual succession motivated 

as a means to privatize colonial expansion in the 17th century. 

 Initially, both the East India Company (1601) and the Dutch East 

India company (1602) issued time limited investments interests as 

was the practice for all other enterprises at the time.  Perpetual 

property rights were granted in 1606 for the Dutch  and to the 

English in 1609. 

 Common law private European companies in the 17th and 18th 

century were created by a deed of association for a limited time to 

provide liquidity and perhaps capitalization if continuity was 

desired and accepted. 

 After the war of independence (1782) US states limited the life of 

enterprises to 20 years or less to avoid re-colonization with the life 

of banks being as low as five years to keep them accountable. 

Ecological ownership 
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How to introduce ecological capitalism 

Firms: 

Shareholders provided tax incentive to give up long term 

ownership to obtain bigger less risky immediate profits. 

Money: 

Local councils/chambers of commerce issue self-financing 

cost carrying money as introduced in Europe and the US in 

Great Depression 

Urban Land & Buildings 

Ownership of land separated from buildings to create a 

Cooperative Land Bank (CLB) by agreement of property 

owners and a condition for large scale development approvals 
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The Jubilee underground railway involved the construction of 11 new 

stations servicing London. 

The project cost was 3.5 Billion pounds sterling 

The uplift in land values within a 1000 yards of each station 

aggregated to 13 Billion pounds sterling (Riley 2002) 

In this way public money created private windfall profits for land 

owners. 

This is neither economically efficient or equitable, especially as it is 

the users of the properties not the owners that create the value by the 

increased utility introduced by improved transport amenities. 

If the ownership of the land sites was separated from the buildings, 

each resident, but not building owners would have obtained a 

windfall of 75,000 pounds sterling. 

The condition for developing any urban sites should require that the 

ownership of all community land is mutually held only by residents. 

Windfall gains in urban land sites 
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How investors get overpaid with surplus and windfall profits 



How surplus profits and windfall gains are captured: 

 to make CLB’s self-financing & pay dividends 



The author has founded and co-directed three separate enterprises that  

proved the attraction of limited life equity for investors in: 

• Saxonvale Vineyards Ltd established in 1970 to purchase and 

convert 243 hectares of grazing land near Sydney to a drip irrigation 

grape producer. 

• Six documentary films financed by Australian Film Underwriters P/L 

from 1980 to 1983. 

• Barwon Cotton Ltd established in 1981 to convert 10,000 hectares of 

semi-desert on the Barwon River into an irrigation farm with large 

water storages and pumping. 

Investments in each venture was tax deductible.  Rights to farm income 

from 15 year leases were sufficient to attract the funds to purchase the 

land and finance its development.  Equity in the copyright of films was 

provided for only seven years. The compounded discounted value of 

cash after this time becomes inconsequential for high risk  investors. 

Attraction of limited life equity 
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1. Reducing the inefficiency and  

2. Inequity of capitalism that allows investors to be overpaid with profits that are surplus to 

providing the incentive to: 

3. Avoiding corporations becoming too big to fail as firms obtain an incentive to distribute 

all profits;  

4. Allowing market forces to allocate corporate resources more efficiently through dividend 

reinvestment in offspring firms and/or cyclic recapitalizations instead of relying on a very 

imperfect market for corporate control through takeovers;  

5. Establishing many more smaller firms with less market power to improve competition in 

providing goods and services;  

6. Reducing the economic and political power of corporations that can undermine 

democracy;  

7. Reducing taxes, welfare and the size of government: 

8. Reducing alien disconnected capitalism by increasing local ownership with strategic 

stakeholder engagement;  

9. Facilitating protection of the host environment of firms through greater local control;  

10. Introducing “boomerang” ownership to attract more foreign investment with more local 

ownership long term;  

11. Furthering the financial independence of local communities and so -  

12. Providing environmentally sustainable prosperity even without growth. 

 

Advantages of ecological corporations 
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Consider a mind experiment with two assumptions: 

(a) Imports of regions are proportional to their populations; 

(b) Ten percent of Australians live in Western Australia  that earn 

70% of Australian Foreign eXchange from mineral exports. 

This means:  

WA citizens earn seven times the FX then they need. 

Eastern citizens only earn 30% of the FX they consume. 

If each region possessed its own currency then the value of the 

$West would be much higher than the $East.  Manufacturing and the 

export of educational and tourist services would be invigorated in 

the East. 

Conclusion: Monopoly moneys misallocates resources much more 

than taxes and tariffs. 

 

 

Monopoly money misallocates resources 
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 Proudhon, P. (1840) argued against usury that allowed the 

holders of money to get richer without making any contribution 

to society from what his former associate Karl Marx described 

as “synthetic” values rather than “factual” surplus values 

extracted from workers. 

 Gesell (1919) was inspired by Proudhon to propose that money 

should depreciate like life supporting commodities by the 

introduction of a usage fee. 

 Privately issued credit notes called Wära” were introduced into 

Germany during the 1920’s requiring a stamp of 1% of their 

value to be affix each month. (The word Wära was created by 

combining the German words for goods and currency) 

 Suhr (1990) described it a “neutral money” as it created a more 

level playing field between investing in money or other assets 

 

Cost carrying “Neutral” Money 
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 Locally issued limited life cost carrying money spread rapidly 

through Europe and the US during the Great Depression 

between 1931 to 1933.  

 Various forms were issued by merchants and local governments 

with a cost of 2% per week being popular with some being 

redeemable into official money at a discount of say 4% to 

provide an incentive to pass on the script rather than redeem it. 

 Stamp script quickly spread because it was so successful in 

stimulating local economic activities on a self-financing basis. 

 In February1933 a Bill was introduced into the US Congress to 

issue one trillion dollars of “Stamp Scrip” to stimulate the 

economy to pay unemployment benefits and build 

infrastructure.  The sale of stamps would have allowed the US 

post office (not the Federal Reserve) to redeem all the script 

given away and make a $40 billion gross surplus! 

 

Limited life self-financing money 
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 Keynes (1936: Chapter 23, part VI) described Gesell as an “unduly 

neglected prophet”. 

 Gesell proposed that money should incur a cost of 0.1% of its face 

value per week, equivalent to 5.4% per annum.  Keynes (1936) 

thought that this “would be too high in existing conditions, but the 

correct figure, which would have to be changed from time to time, 

could only be reached by trial and error”  

 Even with a cost 20 times greater of 2% per week as widely 

accepted the script would be more attractive that modern credit 

cards that charge up to 2% or more per transaction.  

 Many versions of cost carrying money were redeemable into goods 

or services to establish a unit of value independently of fiat money. 

 Money redeemable into services of nature like renewable energy 

that also have limited life like all life forms is described by this 

author as “ecological”  

 

Ecological currencies 
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Table 4, History and vision of a transforming society (Part 1) 
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Features Past society Present society Future society 

1 People treated as: Property Resource Potential & entitled 

2 Role of women: Breeding Cheap labor Gender partnership 

3 Purpose of work: Sustenance Income distribution Fulfillment 

4 Sources of income: Work Work or welfare Work, social/cash dividends 

5 Environment: Subservient  Dominant Stewardship 

6 Natural resources: Use Exploit Sustain 

7 Source of land 

acquisition:  

Conquest or 

inheritance 

Purchase or 

inheritance 

Use – and so time limited as in 

squatter settlements 

8 Land ownership: Through 

occupancy 

Perpetual Time of use & so limited 

9 Firm ownership: Start up or 

inheritance 

Purchase/start up & 

inheritance 

Start up, investment and 

stakeholder entitlements 

10 Business owners: Proprietors Shareholders And contingent shareholders 

11 Ownership period: Life of owner Perpetual Limited 

12 Property rights: Discretion of 

Sovereign 

Static, monopoly 

and perpetual 

Dynamic co-ownership and 

time limited 



Table 4, History and vision of a transforming society (Part 2) 
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Features Past society Present society Future society 

14 Monopolies: Granted to private 

interests by rulers  

Banned or government 

control 

Removed by time limited 

dynamic property rights  

15 Market structure Local relationships Global & bias to scale Bias to local relationships 

16 Institutions: Perpetual And too big to fail Dynamic and time limited 

17 Basis of money: Commodities Artificial construct Services of nature 

18 Creation of 

money 

Decentralized in 

private sector  

Government 

controlled 

Decentralized competitive 

private sector non-banks 

19 Cost of money Storage & testing Interest  Cost of risk insurance  

20 Allocation of 

resources 

Command & control Biased markets from 

fiat money pricing 

Family, benevolence, 

semiotics & markets  

21 Value system Absolute Materialistic Humanistic 

22 Wealth 

distribution 

Autarchic Biased market forces As to contribution & need 

23 Accumulation of 

economic value 

Limited by political 

power 

Not limited Limited by time & dynamic 

rights 

24 Political power Centralized in ruler  Gov. & big business Individuals in communities 

25 Source of power Inherited, physical Democracy Holonic by lot (demarchy) 


